
   IF WE ARE TO CONTINUE TO IMPROVE ….. “We cannot accept in victory what we would not accept in defeat” 

 

I AM VERY PROUD OF THE EFFORT AND WILLINGNESS TO STICK TO THE GAME PLAN especially down 0-

9.  WE ALSO PLAYED SUPER HARD THE WHOLE GAME.  We are now 15
th

 in the state in most difficult to score 

against.  It was a great team defensive effort.  The toughness and heart was there for 64 minutes this weekend.  We showed 

poise early and late when it was the toughest to maintain it.  We hit our free throws better than any game this year. 

 

Individual Stickers 

*1.5 Points Per Shot #10, #12, #22, #34, #40 

*Take Charge none (We need to do better on this. Should not have a game without taking at least one charge) 

*Big Plays all 6 who played in the game for the team defense and one more for #34 on their best player (that was one of the  

  best individual defensive games I have been involved.  Only 2 of his points came off you)  ,  #34 and #12 

* 8 Rebounds, * 5 Assists, * Conventional 3 Pt Play * Put Back (offensive rebound and basket)   none 

 

We won  Free Throw Percentage  77 to 64 

                Field Goal Percentage    44 to 38 

                Rebounds 27 to 24 

                Turnovers 11 to 12 

                Fouls 15 to 21 

                Possessions tied 44 each (This is still way below what they wanted to have) 

 

Plays to point out when watching the film 

#22 when guarding an inbounder who is a 3 point shooter, get in his hip and chase 

#10 nice job of finding someone to block out when your man goes back 

#12 chin the loose balls 

#24 a little low on the gap—I know size wise that is a little tough for you 

#12 Close out with your back to the hoop 

#22 throw it to the corner of the bankboard 

#34 opposite block on #12’s drive 

#12—don’t swing to block shots 

#12—we don’t have to signal on Princeton so we can go quicker 

#10 hit Mark in the shooting pocket 

#10  great job of being a vocal leader and setting up the backdoor to #12 

#40 land with the offensive rebound 

#10 good decision in transition—you have learned from some bad shots 

Iowa—hit the middle—catcher look for ballside back door 

#10—#22 was open on down at the end of the 3
rd

 

#10 jumping in air to throw pass on baseline 

#34—don’t help from the basket out 

#10—smart play fouling him on the ground and knowing the foul situation 

                That is why it is important to keep them out of the bonus 

 

Block out efficiency  The numbers refer to the quarter of the game. 

 Yes No Percentage 

#40 1122333444 34 10/12 = 83% (Your best ever) 

#34 11122223333344444 4 17/18 = 94% (Your best ever) 

#10 111122333444 222 12/15 = 80% (Your best ever) 

#12 1233  4/4  = 100% (First time perfect) 

#22 2344 224 4/7 = 57% 

#24 234 24 3/5 = 60% 

TOTALS   50/61 = 82% (Our best ever) 

 

Goals Goal 1
st
  2

nd
  3

rd
   4

th
 

Turnovers 2 6 3 1 1 

Points Allowed 11 9 8 2 21 

Last Shot Yes Yes No Yes NA 

2 point FG% 40% 100% 40% 25% 57% 

3 point FG% 28% 33% 0% 0% 50% 

Deflections 5 7 6 4 2 

Fouls 3 3 5 2 5 

Block Out% 90% 100% 65% 93% 78% 

Shot Selection 

 

40   43 

34   2 

10   422332 

12   3234344 

22   3 

24   3 

Deflections (19) 

#10 (3) 

#12 (5) 

#22 (2) 

#24 (4) 

#34 (2) 

#40 (2) 

 

Challenged Shots  

(Challenge every shot) 

 

1
st
 Quarter 1/5 

2
nd

 Quarter 4/4 

3
rd

 Quarter 7/7 

4
th

 Quarter 8/9 

19 OUT OF LAST 20!!! 

 



TURNOVERS and how to correct them 

1
ST

 Quarter 

#40—bad pass (this led to two made free throws for them) 

#22—poor judgement—that side was not open 

#34—Physical not a mental error 

#12—do not pass the ball in front of the defense—my experience tells me the guys from behind ALWAYS STEAL IT! 

#24—we teach face the basket EVERY TIME YOU GET THE BALL (this turnover led to a layup) 

#34—throw a bounce pass!! 

2
nd

 Quarter 
#12—you have to pick a side for the benefit of our team 

#12—catch with two hands 

#10—poor decision trying to make a difficult play rather than the easy one.  WE NEED THE LAST SHOT. 

3
rd

 Quarter 

#24 offensive foul—I can take this one 

4
th

 Quarter 

#10—5 seconds, travel, or timeout is much better than a bad pass (the bad pass led to a layup)  We need to set our D 

 

1 20 seconds and a turnover 

2 5 seconds and a turnover 

3 49 seconds and a turnover 

4 8 seconds and a turnover 

5 9 seconds and a shot 

6 2 seconds and a turnover 

7 1:39 and turnover 

8 36 seconds #24 missed a shot off inside and out 

9 5 seconds #10 fouled on a layup after a steal 

10 1:01 #10 made a three point shot 

11 :46 #10 missed a three—last shot of quarter 

12 11 seconds #12 missed a three 

13 4 seconds #10 made two free throws off a steal by #40 

14 31 seconds #12 hop back 2 point shot 

15 27 seconds #10 baseline pull up 

16 7 seconds and turnover in transition 

17 10 seconds three point shot in transition 

18 27 seconds and fumbled ball out of bounds 

19 10 seconds #10 fouled in transition—made one of two 

20 19 seconds and missed an inside out three 

21 58 seconds and turnover trying to dribble through four guys 

22 11 seconds pull up in half court 

23 15 seconds drive and space 

24 33 seconds #10 pull up shot 

25 1:00 #12 backdoor from #10 

26 1:06 #40 #40 drive and space shot 

27 39 seconds #12 missed a good shot off a double flare 

28 16 seconds and #24 offensive foul 

29 1:17 and #12 hit a three 

30 13 seconds miss a pullup 

31 48 seconds and #12 layup 

32 49 seconds and #10 made 2 free throws 

33 52 seconds and #12 a layup from #40  

34 41 seconds and #10 a layup 

35 10 seconds and #40 2 free throws 

36 10 seconds and #34 2 free throws 

37 14 seconds and turnover 

38 31 seconds and 22 one of two free throws 

39 16 seconds and 22 one of two free throws 

40 15 seconds and #12 two of two free throws 

41 4 seconds and #10 one of two free throws 

42 2 seconds and #10 two free throws 

43 13 seconds and 22 missed two free throws 

44 Ran out the clock 

 

0-10    5/5   =    transition 

0-30    10/6   =    where we are fouled (not including  

                                 transition fouls) 

0-30    4/10    =    set  

31-60  13/10  =    

60+     10/4 


